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Ninety Indiana teams took the court for the 2nd annual IGBRR/IUSAB May Day State 
Championships on May 3rd-5th. After three rounds of pool play and championship bracket play 
four high school and four youth division teams came away as Indiana US Amateur Basketball 
State Champs. All-Tourney teams from the three open high school divisions were named on 
site. Several high school games can be found on our IGBRR TV YouTube channel and nearly 
fifty highlights videos on @coach_roth twitter feed.  We would like to thank all the players, 
teams, parents, college coaches, recruiting services and staff that made it possible.  

 

Red Division 

Pool A Winner  Indiana Flight SDE UAA  3-0 
Pool B Winner   Indiana Elite Thunder  3-0 

Red Division Champion – Indiana Flight SDE UAA  6-0 



 

 

 

 

 



Red Division All-Tourney Team 

 
Aubrey Burgess  21’ 5’6 PG Indiana Showcase  Linton-Stockton 
Jessica Carrothers  22’ 5’7 PG IN Elite Prime  Crown Point 
Kate Clarke   22’ 5’11 G Indy Magic   Carmel 
Audra Emmerson  21’ 5’6 PG IE Elite Prime  Fishers 
Kelsie James   20’ 5’1 PG Flight SDE UAA  Jeffersonville 
Allison Saunders  22’ 5’7 PG Flight UAA 22’  North Harrison 
Keegan Sullivan  20’ 6’0 G Flight SDE UAA  South Bend St Joseph 
Sydney Watkins  20 5’8 G IE Thunder   Heritage Christian 
Madison Webb  20’ 6’2 F Team Indiana  BNL 
Amber Wolf   20’ 6’0 W NWI Thunder  South Central 

 

 

Evals 

Kelsie James  2020  5’1 PG Flight SDE UAA  Jeffersonville 
Kelsie was all over the floor making plays baseline to baseline. Handles the ball well against 
pressure with a confidence. Uses small size to her advantage playing low with a strong core 
and explosiveness making her difficult to keep in front of you. She is going to make you earn 
every inch of the floor defensively and pressures other points into turnovers. A waterbug that 
makes plays and puts pressure on you on both ends.  

 

 



Amber Wolf  2020  6’0  NWI Thunder South Central 
Still a little under the radar in our opinion. Amber is as versatile as they come and will do what 
is needed to make her team successful. She can go defend a post and turn around and bring 
the ball up or go post up a frontline and come down and defend a guard.  She can essentially 
play any spot. Can put the ball on the floor and handle against pressure and score it at all 
levels. Hard matchup for opponents. Goes to the boards and is a willing defender with a good 
motor. 

 

Kristian Young  2020  5’5 PG IE Thunder  Lawrence North 
High level handles and a motor make her a playmaker going to the basket. Can get the edge 
and take on second line defenders by finding open teammates on rotations or finishing deep. 
Shoots it well out to the three point line and creates on the move as a good decision maker. 
Ball hawk on defense with quick hands and feet putting a lot of pressure on opposing guards. 
Rebounds well for size from the backcourt as well.  

 

Maycee Lange  2021  6’0 F Team Indiana Vincennes Lincoln 
High level motor, a good athlete that is bouncy and has an aggressive mindset on both ends. 
Moves well with good feet and hands and capable from 15’ but doing most of her damage 
near the basket. Gets off the floor quick and has a nose for the ball. Elite level rebounder on 
both ends and can defend multiple spots with athleticism and length.  

 

Jessica Carrothers 2022  5’7  IE Prime  Crown Point 
This kid has an elite level feel for the game, always involved in plays on both ends and simply 
has the anticipation for play that sets her apart. Put that with an extreme motor, athleticism 
and high level skill set and she is a stat stuffer. Explosive with the ball getting to the rim time 
and again. A bit of a hitch in her jumper but effective & consistent result. Defensively 
pressures turnovers in bunches and gets points in transition. Makes tons of plays on both 
ends. 

 

Kate Clarke  2022  5’11 G Indy Magic  Carmel 
Long, fluid, good feel and can score it at all levels. Shoots it well from deep and a solid ball 
handler that can put it on the floor and get to space and uses length to finish in mid-range or 
at the rim. Scored it at a high level. Overall good athlete, deceptively quick step, and can 
create her own opportunities. Can defend multiple spots with length and agility. 

 



 

Madi Kerrigan  2022  6’1 F Indiana Showcase Westfield 
Madi has got more reps with a recent injury to a teammate and she is taking advantage of it. 
Playing strong and physical at the basket, making the most of her touches and doing what her 
team needs rebounding the ball and giving a physical presence on the defensive end. Has a 
capable offensive skill set and shows good touch and feet at the basket. Comfortable with ball 
from the wing and can put dribbles together to create. Rebounds it with aggressive mindset 
and gets to balls outside her area.  

 

Alison Sauders  2022  5’8 PG Flight UAA  North Harrison 
We have been impressed with Alison’s play from the point over the last year in our views. 
Playing against some of the top guards in the state and against some elite level defenders, like 
Kristen Young, really confirmed that Alison is part of this elite PG sorority. She has high level 
handles, can make plays against pressure, has a calm about her game and makes good 
decisions. She can shoot it well and is a high level distributor. Good feel for the game and 
shows an efficient effortless game. 

 

Lilly Stoddard  2022  6’3 F IE Prime  Crown Point 

Long with extreme wingspan , moves well, getting stronger and developing some nice counter 
finishing moves. All reasons to think the sky is the limit for this prospect. Really liked the 
noticeable progress and confidence in her game at the basket. Put together some great 
footwork and finishes. Hit the boards hard on both ends and rebounded outside her area with 
active feet and motor. As she continues to add bulk and strength she will be a frontline that is 
very difficult to deal with.  

 

White Division 

Pool A Winner Grand Park Premier 2022   2-1 
Pool B Winner Team Indiana Red Storm rising Stars  3-0 
Pool C Winner Indiana Showcase Kirby   3-0 
Pool D Winner Indiana Flight Green Long  3-0 

White Division Champion – Midwest Finest 2021    5-1 



 

 



 

White Division All-Tourney Team 

 
Anna Blank   22’ 5’11 G Flight West 22’  Olney IL 
Hannah Bolton  20’ 5’6 G Indiana Bears  Monroe Central 
Ashlynn Brooke  23’ 5’6 G Indiana’ Best Red  Pioneer 
Taylor Cooney  21’ 5’8 G Indiana Flight Green Greensburg 
McKenzie Cooper  20’ 5’8 G Indiana Showcase  Eastern Greentown 
Irye Gomez   21’ 5’8 G Team Indiana  BNL 
Kenna Kirby   22’ 5’8 G Indiana Showcase  Tri West 
Annika Marlow  22’ 5’5 PG Grand Park Premier Rushville 
Jillian Osswald  21’ 5’7 G Midwest Finest  Hamilton Heights  
Bayleigh Runner  20’ 5’8 PG Flight Duke   Hamilton Heights  

 

 

Evals 

Hannah Bolton  2020  5’6 G Indiana Bears Monroe Central 
Has a good head for the game and puts herself and teammates in position to succeed. 
Deceptively good athlete with ability to get the edge and make plays going to the basket or 
knock down shots in the mid-range to the 3 point line. Scrappy defender and will go track 
down balls and get you boards. Competes with energy and bball IQ 

 



McKenzie Cooper 2020  5’8 G Indiana Showcase E. Greentown 
Gritty guard who isn’t scared to mix it up and plays with good energy. Always in attack mode 
on offense. Solid ball handler with a good variety of moves to beat her defender and get into 
the paint. Can knock down jumpers out to the 3 point line and has the ability to take over a 
game in spots. Matches up well at both guard spots and her physical strength usually gives her 
an advantage.  

 

Bayleigh Runner 2020  5’8 PG Flight Duke Hamilton Heights 
Long point guard. Quick and uses change of pace well, crafty. Good handle. Able to get into 
the paint and puts pressure in the defense. Strong shooter, if she has any space she can knock 
it down. High IQ. Solid defender at point guard position. Has good feel from the point and can 
be trusted to make good decisions with the ball.  
 
 
Irye Gomez  2021  5’8 G Team Indiana  BNL 
Consistent shooter from deep. Can create in the midrange off the dribble and is tough to 
defend due to her ability to knock down perimeter shots. Shows a lot of craftiness in her shot 
variety moving to the basket, flashed a couple of nice floaters. Strong frame with good 
athleticism. Can play and defend either guard position.  
 

Anna Blank  2022  5’10 G Flight West  Olney IL 
A nice combination of size and backcourt skill. Has an overall fluid game and can handle it at 
the point against pressure when needed but at her best working off the ball setting up 
defenders and knocking down shots. Shows ability to get off shots in traffic with length and 
skill and can flat out get on a roll shooting the ball. Effects game with length and good feet on 
defensive. Can rebound from the guard spot and doesn’t mind getting physical around the 
basket.  

 

Taylor Bowen  2022  6’0 W   Grand Park Premier Culver Military  
Big strong frame with good mobility. High IQ. Makes smart plays. Able to finish around the rim 
with consistency, can step out and knock down from three. Continues to improve consistency 
as a scorer. As she continue to improve guard/wing skills she will be a matchup nightmare. 
 
 
Koryn Greiwe   2022  5’6 G Midwest Finest  Columbus East 
Strong frame with aggressive mindset. Nice stroke from 3, catches ready. Pushes the ball in 
transition, good decision maker in the open court. Good court vision, can find teammates 
while moving downhill, shows understanding of where the defense is rotating.  Gets to the line 
attacking defense and putting pressure on second line defenders at the rim.  



 
 
Ella Wolfe    2022  5’8 G Showcase Kirby  Tipton 
Long, can play either guard position continued improvement on handles will open up game as 
a primary ball handler. Strong shooter, consistent stroke from 3. Comfortable shooting off the 
bounce. Solid defender. Needs to continue to develop strength in order to take game to the 
next level.  Competes and plays with energy. 
 
 
Alayha Allen  2021  5’9 W Midwest Finest  Richmond  
Hard worker, battles for everything, hits the boards on both ends, gritty. Solid athlete, good 
strength and build. Finishes well around the rim and shows comfort with the ball on the 
perimeter. All over the floor. Still raw offensively but high effort and shows promise.  
 

Ashylnn Brooke  2023  5’6 G Indiana’s Best  Pioneer  
Was electric at times and was the buzz of the White division as this 8th grader put together 
some outstanding performances in the high school division. Elite level ball handler with feet 
and craftiness to get where she wants and creates shots at will with skill and athleticism. Can 
score it at all levels, draining 3s, getting to space in the mid-range game and getting to second 
level defenders in the paint and finishing with agility and elevation. Has good hands and feet 
defensively creating turnovers and quickly turning them into points. Has a bright future ahead 
of her. 

 

 

Blue Division 

Pool Winner A Midwest Finest 2020  3-0 
Pool Winner B Indiana Elite Lightning  2-1 
Pool Winner C Indiana Flight Attack  3-0 
Pool Wiener D Flight West 2020   3-0 

Blue Division Champion – Flight West 2020  6-0 



 

 



 

Blue Division All-Tourney Team 

 
Jacqlyn Emly  21’ 5’10 G Flight    Silver Creek 
Taylor Heath  20’ 5’2 PG Midwest Finest   Triton Central 
Ava Henson  20’ 5’7 G Flight Pearl White  Westfield 
Laini Joseph  21’ 5’8 G Indiana Elite Lightning  Winamac 
Ally Madden  22’ 6’1 C Nuvision 22’   BRV 
Tenleigh Phelps  21’ 5’10 W Flight Attack   Triton Central 
Claire Wilhour  20’ 5’6 PG Flight West   St Elmo IL  
Kearsten Willen  22’ 5’7 G TI Red Storm 22’   Martinsville 

 

 

Evals 

Shae Bell   2020  6’1 F Flight West Terre Haute North 
Has a long strong post frame with overall good agility and athleticism in her game. Worked for 
her post spot on both ends and not afraid to play physical and mix it up. Showed good hands 
and feet on entry and was able to make some counters against defensive pressure at the 
basket. Runs the court fairly well and stay engaged on the defensive end. Able and willing to 
go get boards with length and active feet. 

 



Kaitlyn Foutz  2020  5’8 W NWI Thunder Calumet Christian 
Good combination of athleticism, strong frame and skill from the wing spot. Aggressive 
downhill game looking to attack defenders and make plays at the rim. Has ability to hit open 
perimeter shots and gets to the line by putting pressure on the defense. Tracks down balls off 
the rim and stays active on both ends.  

 

Ava Henson  2020  5’7 G Indiana Flight  Westfield 
Athletic with good motor and improving skill set. Hit open shots in the midrange off the 
dribble with ease. Created for teammates. Made the right play often. Got in the paint and put 
pressure on the D. Kept good spacing off ball. Avoided over dribbling or over attacking. Good 
vision. Finishes with craft inside and can be a handful in the open court at times.  
 
 
Grace Good  2021  5’9 W NWI Thunder Morgan Twsp 
Nice versatile game with ability to play around the basket with length and aggressive mindset 
or step away and handle the ball and hit open jumpers out to the three point line. Can cause 
matchup issue with overall skillset and length. Good motor, stays active on the defensive end 
and will go get balls of the rim.  

 

Taylor Heath  2021  5’3 PG Midwest Finest  Triton Central 
Removed from a couple knee injures Taylor is back in form as a true point that you can have 
confidence in as decision and play maker. Great handles, dribbles with a purpose, court vision 
and sets up teammates time and again. More of a facilitator than a score but she can get her 
points when needed. High IQ kid that understands space and angles and how to set the table. 
Scrappy defender and will compete with energy on both ends. 
 
Laini Joseph  2021  5’8 G IE Lightning  Winamac 
Strong frame with nice athleticism. Physical guard and can defend larger wings. Plays solid 
team D. Attacks the basket and shows some ability to break defenders down in isolation. Gets 
to the basket, draws fouls, and converts free throws. Plays well on and off the ball offensively. 
Sets screens off the ball and on ball. Confident shooter off the bounce, plays well as a ball 
handler in transition. Hits from 3. 
 
 
Tenleigh Phelps  2021  5’10 W Indiana Flight  Triton Central 
Tenleigh is a workhorse and a tough matchup for most defenders. She possess a backcourt skill 
set with a frontcourt frame. She punishes defenders on her downhill attacks and seeks out 
contact and will finish with strength. Can also shoot it extremely well from the three line and 
look out when she gets on a roll. Rebounds the ball, plays physical defense and plays with 
energy. 



 
 
Emily Wood  2021  6’0 F Indiana Flight Noblesville 
Emily is rounding into a nice prospect. Long frame, moves fairly well, and is adding to her 
game. Comfortable with the ball away from the basket, shows good feet and hands in the 
post, can score it in different ways at the basket. Goes gets rebounds outside her area and 
defends with length and good movement. Getting stronger and more confident.  
 
 
Madelynn Denny 2022  5’6 PG TI Red Storm Mooresville 
Hard nose point that plays with energy and physical presence in her game. Handles the ball 
well with court vision and ability to make solid reads and decisions on the move.  Capable 
shooter and able to get the edge and put pressure on second line defenders. Will get after it 
defensively forcing ball handlers in to miscues. Overall solid reliable play from the point.  

 
 
Ally Madden  2022  6’1 F NuVision  Blue River Valley 
A big strong frame with soft hands and feet. Will post up physical and can finish over either 
shoulder. Shows good feet in tight spaces and can counter off defense. Runs the floor fairly 
well between the lane lines and can catch and finish on the moves. Protects the paint with 
ability to block and alter shoots. Goes to the boards and owns her space on both ends. 
 
 
Jessie Ringen  2022  5’8 G IE Lightning Rensselaer Central 
We saw Jessie for the first time during high school season earlier this year and was impressed 
with her long range shooting. High arching, quick release with solid mechanics. She also 
possess a nice strong frame for her age.  Plays a fairly fluid game with ability to put the ball on 
the floor and find her space and shots in the mid-range and gets to the basket at times as well. 
Has good anticipation on the defensive end and can grab boards from her spot. As most 
youngsters just needs to even out her game but has good upside as a shooting guard. 
 
 
 
 
 
Freshman Division 

Freshman Division Champion – Midwest Finest 2022 5-0 



 
 

 



8th Grade Division 

8th Grade Division State Champion – Indiana Showcase Johnson 5-0 

 

 
 

7th Grade Division State Champion – Indiana Flight North 

6th Grade Division State Champion – Indiana Elite 2025 

5th Grade Division State Champion – Indiana Blaze 

 


